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Please Vote For Me
Director: Weijun Chen
China/ 2007/ 58min

 

Synopsis:

Production History:

Students in a Grade 3 class of a primary 

school in Wuhan were going to have their 

first democratic election for their class 

monitor. There were three candidates 

chosen by their teacher. During the 

election period, the candidates were about 

to present themselves and won the 

election through talent shows and public 

speeches. Finally there would be debates. 

Our director WeiJun Chen followed the 

whole process and presented us the 

Weijun Chen is a documentary director and 

producer living in Wuhan, China. After 

graduating from the journalism program at 

Sichuan University in 1992, he joined the 

documentary production department of the 

Wuhan Regional TV station. His first film, My Life 

Is My Philosophy, was nominated for the best 

documentary of the year by the Chinese National 

Association of Broadcasters. In 2003 he 

completed To Live Is Better Than To Die, which 

was awarded a Peabody and Grierson award, as 

well as the Rodlf Vrfba Award from the One 

World Festival. He made Please Vote For Me in 

2007 for an International Documentary Project 

which we’ll explain later. 

This film is a part of the “Why democracy?” 

Project. ‘This project aimed at a broader 

understanding of the conditions of governance 

in different societies and cultures, brought 

together 10 independent award-winning 

filmmakers from different countries around the 

world, including China, India, Japan, Liberia, 

U.S.A., Bolivia, Denmark, and Russia, each 

focusing their films on issues of contemporary 

democracy.’ That's not all. They created 17 

thought-provoking short films, which deal with 

personal, political and rights issues around the 

theme 'what does democracy mean to me?’ 

Please Vote For Me and other films were 

shown on 42 television networks in October, 

2007. （“Why democracy?”: 

http://www.whydemocracy.net/house/question

s）

What Type of Documentary film:
An observational documentary with a few 

interactive elements. 

Director’s Profile:

Evaluation:
The director transferred a serious and sensitive 

topic--democracy--into a lighthearted and even 

funny life scene of primary school students, 

whereas how people live and responds to 

democratic election in China are revealed. This 

film serves as an open platform for discussion, 

evoking different discussions about democracy 

in China. It won the Jonathan Gili Award for 

Most Entertaining Documentary: while 

examining the profound topic, it also provides 

us with great joy when watching it. Besides 

telling the truth, the film also provides a 

snapshot of other aspects such as the Chinese 

society, One Child Policy, Chinese education 

of children, parent-child relationship, social 

value etc. Thanks to international 

collaborations, the movie carries a historical 

significance. So it is a “must see” film. 

spectacular competition among them 

through this film.



Discussion questions:
1. Who do you want to vote for you are in this class, and why?(considering their abilities and strategies, 

etc.) Are you satisfied with the outcome of the class monitor election? Why or why not?

2. During the class monitor election, every competitor used many western democratic elections’ 

strategies, but this election has nothing to do with politics. What do you think of this kind of intentionally 

politic-free democratic election?

3. In your opinion, did the election for class monitor work as an exercise in democracy? What did you 

learn from this experiment? 

4. How do you feel about the parents in the film and the ways they helped their children campaign? 

Would your parents help their children in the same way? What might they do differently? 

5. What role does this project “Why Democracy?” take in the production and publication of this film? 

What are the advantages of international collaboration reflected by this film?

World comments:

"It's an hour long, but it is an extraordinarily rich documentary. It offered for one thing, a fascinating 

glance at the complexities of modern Chinese society." (NY Times)

"After watching Please Vote for Me, the first thing I did was go online and make sure that this was a 

true documentary, and not a clever mockumentary. Apparently, everything you see and hear in this 

film is completely legit, which is a truly head-spinning prospect."(Ryan Stewart)

"It would be comforting to think Please Vote for Me is about the birth pangs of democracy in a nation 

that has never known such a concept, and the film does reveal much about the changing face of 

Chinese society… these Chinese students throw themselves into the election body and soul, applying 

to it what could almost be called life and death stakes "(Dan Edwards)

From Chinese audiences:

Democracy in China?

“Whereas, it is a pity that most of the time, we don't really know what it (Democratic) is-- I mean as in 

China there were never practical democracy experiences, nor full understanding of theoretical and 

practical activities of democracy…At times, the problems reflected in the election are not the evil of 

democracy, but the evil of human beings…Democracy is the stage.”1

Parents’ education:

“A group of Grade-3 children under the plan of the teacher, devised by the parents, are acting like 

puppies in the class monitor election. Greedy, attacks, revelation of others’ defects, conspiracy 

behind, or straightly damning on each other, are all reflections of Chinese adults' behaviors.” 2

References: 1. http://movie.douban.com/review/1361599/ 

2. http://movie.douban.com/review/1220832/ 
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